Reviews

2009 Mount Langi Ghiran
Langi Shiraz

If there’s one Victorian shiraz to put in your cellar each year, this is it.
An engrossing attention to detail delivers super bright, exotic, aromatic
spices that then lead you to powerfully dark and ripe cherry blue fruits,
all seamlessly intertwined. Just brilliant.
Rating 96 Points
Tony Love, Top 100 Wines, November 2011
Density, precision and complexity are all hallmarks of the ’09 Langi shiraz,
which is made from treasured old vines originally planted on the
sandy granite soils next to the winery. Complex, fragrant, spice-driven lift,
plenty of florals and fine-ground spices, a light, peppery edge and deeply
ripened plum, black-cherry and blackberry fruits. The palate has ripeness
and depth, with precise, fine tannins carrying plum and dary-cherry fruits
to a very long, juicy red-fruit finish. Full of promise.
Rating 96 Points
Nick Stock, The Good Wine Guide 2012
Outstanding vivid crimson-purple; the perfumed bouquet is exquisite,
with red and black fruits in a swathe of violets and rose petals, then a
supremely elegant and intense palate, the finish exceptionally long.
Clearly should have won the Jimmy Watson trophy ’10.
Rating 97 points
James Halliday Wine Companion 2012.
‘.... Tremendous depth combined with a sense of delicacy. The flavours
are tightly knit and give the convincing impression that they just
“belong”. It’s complexly spiced but seasoned to perfection. The
minerality, evident on back palate, is both a flavour and a shape – but
perhaps more important than either of those is the sense of clean
refreshment that it imparts. When the finish eventually lets up it begs
you to take another sip.
The score is conservative. It’s a young wine with a very exciting future.
To be released in September. ‘
Rating 96+
Jeremy Pringle, Wine will eat itself, June 23, 2011.

